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Balyakalasakhi Vaikom Muhammad Basheer
PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE IS PROUD TO PUBLISH ANTI-CLOCK, WINNER
OF THE O.V. VIJAYAN AWARD AND THIKKURISSI AWARD 'A philosophical
novel that discusses the mysterious problems of life and death' BENYAMIN
'"Time is everything, man is nothing; he is, at most, time's carcass." V.J. James's
novel Anti-Clock has given an extremely creative twist to these words by Karl
Marx' O.V. VIJAYAN PRIZE Hendri, the coffin maker, has one goal in life: to see
the dead body of his nemesis Satan Loppo being lowered into the coffin he has
painstakingly carved. For it was Loppo who defiled his beloved Beatrice, and let
loose his hellhound Hitler upon Hendri, giving him a permanent limp. From inside
his coffin shop, Hendri watches the world go by even as he prepares to deliver
justice upon Loppo. He is confronted by the son of his best friend becoming
enamoured with Loppo's wealth, Loppo's evil designs towards the hills of Aadi
Nadu, and his own Christian guilt that regularly comes to haunt him. Until he
meets Pundit, a 112-year-old watchmaker who was part of Bose's Indian National
Army and is building an 'Anti-Clock', which can turn back time. When Loppo too
hears of the Anti-Clock and desires to possess it, the inevitable battle becomes a
reality.
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Perhaps the only novel to have been reprinted nearly every year for over a
hundred years, Indulekha (1889) is widely held to be the first Malayalam novel.
Often called an 'accidental' and 'flawed' work, at its core lies a love story. The
setting of the novel is the Nair community of Kerala, which had for centuries
practised polyandrous matriliny, a most unusual form of inheritance through the
woman whom both property and authority flavoured. It gives us glimpses of
prevalent social practices much debated amongst a people already under
colonial pressure to change their ways of life. Written by a Nair, Indulekha is not
a grandiose outpouring but the author's effort to achieve certain social goals:
firstly, to create a novel much like those of the English authors he had read, and
secondly, to illustrate Nair society at that time, both of which met with success.
The novel influenced the deliberations of the Malabar Marriage Commission
which it predated, and of which Chandum enon was a member. This novel will
appeal to general readers interested in Indian writings in translation. Students of
literature, history and culture, political and legal theory, and gender studies, will
also find it useful.
Great Stories for Children is a collection of some of Ruskin Bond's most delightful
children's stories. It stars Toto, the monkey, who takes a fancy to the narrator's
aunt, much to her dismay, a python besotted by his own appearance, a
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mischievous ghost who enjoys stirring up the house when things get dull, three
young children stranded in a storm on the Haunted Hilland Ruskin Bond himself,
who happens to make the acquaintance of a ghost at a resort late one night.
A Passage to America: Notes of an Adopted Son is an anecdotal autobiography
of Prof. Joseph M. Cheruvelil, a naturalized citizen of the United States.
Submerged in this long narrative is a social history of three generations from
British subjects in India to Baby Boomers and Millennials in America. Prof.
Cheruvelil, who taught many years at St. Johns University in New York, is a
Catholic in religion, a Hindu in culture, a conservative in politics, and an eclectic
in taste. The book abounds with succinct comments on the major issues and
potentates of the world from a global perspective. Education is its primary theme,
geography and history its guides, and myths and legends its images.
is a monthly journal devoted to the socio-economic issues. It started its
publication in 1957 with Mr. Khuswant Singh as the Chief Editor. The magazine is
now published in 13 languages viz. English, Hindi, Urdu, Punjabi, Marathi,
Gujarati, Bengali, Assamese, Telugu, Tamil, Kannada, Malayalam and Odia.
A restlessness born of guilt and despair leads Ravi to embark on a journey that
ends in the remote village of Khasak in the picturesque Palghat countryside in
Kerala. A land from the past, potent with dreams and legends, enfolds the
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traveller in a powerful and unsettling embrace. Ravi is bewitched and entranced
as everything around him-the villagers; their children whom he teaches in a
makeshift school; the elders who see him as a threat; the toddy-tappers; the
shamans-takes on the quality of myth. And then reality, painful and threatening,
begins to intrude on the sojourner's resting place and Ravi begins to understand
that there is no escape from the relentless dictates of karma... Often poetic and
dark, always complex and rich, The Legends of Khasak, O.V. Vijayan's muchacclaimed first novel, translated into English by the author, is an extraordinary
achievement
In The Novel There Is A Historical Romance, But Its Subtext Is A Political One Of
Contemporary Significance. In The Novel There Is A Subplot With Subhadra At The Centre.
Through What She Does Or What Happens To Her, C.V. Is Projecting A Futuristic Vision Of
The New Woman In The Indian Context. The Conventional Image Of The Woman Is Replaced
By An Imagined Figure That Was To Emerge On The Indian Scene. Another Unique Feature
Of This Novel Is The Introduction, For The First Time, Of Untouchables, The Channans Of
South Travancore. Hence Is Fiction Asserting Humanistic Values Over And Above The Taboos
And Superstitions Of Yester-Years.
Roman om den fattige fiskerbefolkning i Kerala på sydvestkysten af Indien
He Had Eventful Experiences In A Prison And An Asylum. He Travelled With Sufis And
Sanyasis And Did Odd Jobs. At The End Of It, Basheer Has A Bagful Of Stories. Coming From
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The Man Who Alerted The Map Of Malayalam Fiction Five Decades Ago, This Volume Of
Short Stories Is Bound To Be An Unforgettable Experience.
Novel based on social themes.
PandavapuramThe paramours of Pandavapuram- they are the real nuisance/nightmare of all
new brides who come there for their dream life.The Goddess who sits in the sanctum like a
real brightening Indian bride always safeguards the innocent brides of PandavapuramWill she
continue her protection ?Mr.Sethu who is author of several best sellers like Adyaksharangal,
Adayalangal, Marupiravi, Aramathe Penkutty etc doubts, Are these brides longing for a right to
have more than one husband?In this new era of life; Do all our brides want to imitate Draupadi
who had a legal consent for polygamy?Can't they be satisfied with one husband?The curious
readers can go through a real mysterious fiction and they will surely enjoy the book with a
different feeling
National And State Literature Akademi Awardee M.T. Vasudevan Nair S Novel Is Set Against
The Backdrop Of The Crumbling Matrilineal Order Of Kerala In A Newly Independent India. As
Freedom And Democracy Promise Prosperity, A Young Upper Caste Boy Full Of Idealism
Learns To Deal With A World That Is Less Than Ideal.

General Knowledge MANUAL 2017 Tags: UPSC, IAS, CSAT, Civil Services,
SSC, IBPS, RRB, PCS, CDS, NDA, CBSE, Govt Jobs Exams.
"Extra Libris: Essays, Reader's Guides, and More"--Page [345].
Tracing the spectacular trajectory of Ahluwalia's life from its humble beginnings in
Secunderabad to the corridors of power in New Delhi, this book is a classic
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insider's account of how the India story was shaped and script Ahluwalia played
a key role in the transformation of India from a state-run to a market-based
economy, and remained a constant fixture at the top of India's economic policy
establishment for an unprecedented period of three decades.
Is my baby not well? When can I introduce my baby to solid foods? Becoming a
new mother can be an exciting yet overwhelming time. No matter how prepared
you are, there will always be many confusing moments, opinions and a whole lot
of drama! And just like any other new mom, Esha Deol Takhtani was faced with
many such questions soon after the birth of her two daughters-Radhya and
Miraya. One day, when one of her baby girls was throwing a tantrum, Esha
decided to come up with a plan, one that would ensure her child eats right and is
happy in the process! And thus began her adventures in motherhood. With the
help of her cook, nurse and some of the best paediatricians in Mumbai, she set
off on a journey to document her experiences in motherhood in the hope that it
would help other mothers too. Packed with advice, tips, stories and easy and
delicious recipes for toddlers, Amma Mia reflects the personal journey of one
woman's transformation into a mother. Informative and easy to follow, this book
will help new mothers navigate the ups and downs of raising a healthy toddler
and make their child fall in love with food.
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General Awareness & GK Book. useful for UPSC, IAS,Civil Services, SSC, IBPS,
RRB, PCS, CDS, NDA, CBSE, Govt Jobs Exams.
This carefully selected collection of Vaikom Muhammad Basheer s short stories
are characterised by a variety in theme and tone. He has enshrined in them
every kind of experience from the pangs of hunger and sex to the rapture of
mystic vision. Its range includes stark realistic pictures of the material world as
well as the realm of fantasy haunted by ghosts and spirits. Basheer has written
on love and hate, on politicians and pickpockets, on the fancies of childhood and
on the disillusionments of adult life with an intense sense of the tragedy of life
and at the same time an irrepressible sense of humour.
A message left behind by the Kai Opaka gives Commander Benjamin Sisko a
fateful mission: find a young Bajoran girl destined to be a great healer who could
bring together the warring factions of Bajor. While Lt. Dax tries to find the healer,
Dr. Bashir goes planetside to treat a rare disease that is killing the children in
Bajor's resettlement camps. Surrounded by thousands of dying children, Bashir
goes A.W.O.L. from Deep Space Nine TM, vowing not to return until the plague
has been stopped. But by the time Dax finds the girl from the Kai's prophecy the
child has fallen victim to the plague. Now, with the fate of the entire planet at
stake, Commander Sisko must find Dr. Bashir in time to save the child who may
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be Bajor's last chance for peace.
The only novel of one of Keralaas leading women writers, Lalithambika
Antharjanam's Agnisakshi is a telling account of a woman's life glowing as though
purified in the "fire of sacrifice". Set against the history of Kerala, and life,
customs, habits, and culture of the Namboodiri community,along with the fervent
cries of the Indian National Freedom struggle, the characters act out their
unforgettable roles: Tethi, the dazzling but disappointed bride who renounces
worldly life; Unni Namboodiri, whose adherence to the Vedic way of life destroys
his personal happiness; and Thankam,Unni's Nair cousin and the mighty Aphan
Namboodirias daughter, seeking her own liberation from the past.True to the
lyrical and emotional tone of the original, Vasanthi Sankaranarayanan's
translation offers a moving portrait of upper-class, upper-caste Kerala society just
before and after Independence.
An English Translation of Vaikom Muhammad Basheer's
BalyakalasakhiPathummayude aduD C Books
As Post-Colonial Mayyazhi (Mahe) Where History And Time Flowed With The
Water Under The Rusted Iron Bridge Tries To Come To Terms With Its NewFound Independence, Young Men Leave To Seek Their Fortunes Abroad. And
Many Of The Older Generation, Orphaned By The Departure Of The French,
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Struggle To Eke Out A Living Even As They Remember Their Days Of Plenty
Under Their Foreign Masters... Caught Up In Their Suffering, Kumaran Vaidyar
Does Everything He Can To Keep The People Of His Beloved Mayyazhi From
Starving, But Entrusts His Own Children To The Care Of His Beloved Wife, Who
Is No More. Meanwhile, Father Alphonse Waves His Magic Wand And Changes
Pebbles Into Candy And Waits For His Good-For-Nothing Son To Return.
Through All This, Untroubled By The Woes Of The Elders, Shivan, Shashi And
Elsie Spend An Idyllic Childhood In Sunny, Sleepy Mayyazhi. Until The Day Of
Reckoning Catches Up With Them And They Pay The Price Of Growing Up.
Mukundan S Two Seminal Mayyazhi Novels, On The Banks Of The Mayyazhi
And God S Mischief, Are, At One Level, The Saga Of Mahe (Mayyazhi) With Its
Legacy Of French Colonialism. At Another, They Are, Despite An Exuberant
Parade Of Myths And Legends, A Chronology Of The Futile Search Of The
Exiled Through The Crowded Alleys Of History. Mukundan Has...Made Mahe Into
The Malgudi Of Malayalam Literature. S. Prasannarajan, Times Of India
Mukundan S Novels Provide A Reading Of The History Of Colonialism
Unavailable In A Historian S Ruvre. Prof. K.N. Panikkar, Interrogating
Colonialism: Novel As Imagined History.
This is the story of Bhima, the second son, always second in line -- a story never
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adequately told until one of India's finest writers conjured him up from the
silences in Vyasa's narrative. M.T. Vasudevan Nair's Bhima is a revelation -lonely, eager to succeed, treated with a mixture of affection and contempt by his
Pandava brothers, and with scorn and hatred by his Kaurava cousins, Bhima
battles incessantly with failure and disappointment. He is adept at disguising his
feelings, but has an overwhelmingly intuitive understanding of everyone who
crosses his path. A warrior without equal, he takes on the mighty Bakasura and
Jarasandha, and ultimately Duryodhana, thus bringing the Great War to a close.
However, all of Bhima's moments of triumph remain unrecognized and
unrewarded. If his mother saw glory only in the skills of Arjuna and the wisdom of
Yudhishtira, his beloved Draupadi cared only for the beauteous Arjuna.
Have you noticed how the onion has so many layers? And have you seen your
mother's eyes water when she cuts an onion? Here is a remarkable story to tell
you why. India's favourite storyteller brings alive this timeless tale with her
inimitable wit and simplicity. Dotted with charming illustrations, this gorgeous
chapter book is the ideal introduction for beginners to the world of Sudha Murty.
This book is an attempt to approach Bhagat Singh’s revolutionary rhetoric as a
site of perpetual motion; of constant shifts and transformations that point towards
instances of conscious refashioning in one’s own politics. Throughout his life
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Bhagat Singh made use of multiple political ideologies for conceptualizing
revolution ranging from spiritual nationalism, Gandhism, socialism, Marxism and
anarchism. At some points he can also be seen merging some of the more
disparate ideologies for the progression of the revolutionary cause. This book
explores the changing revolutionary thought of Bhagat Singh, made explicit
through his personal and political writings from the period of 1923-1931. The
aforementioned shifts in his politics are demarcated through a close reading of
select texts from this time period to argue for a fundamental reframing in the way
we approach Bhagat Singh’s politics.
Naalukettu: The House Around the Courtyard is the story of a young boy,
Appunni, set in a matrilineal Nair joint family (a taravad) in the author's native
village, Kudallur. Fascinated with accounts of the prestigious Naalukettu taravad
from which his mother was expelled, Appunni visits the house only to be
despised and rejected by all. Appunni grows up to earn enough money and
returns to buy his ancestral home, but his victory soon turns into ashes when his
father's murderer turns out to be the same man who was the only sympathetic
adult in Appunni's lonely teenage years.
What if you ran away from your life today? Twenty years later, three people are
looking for you. One is dying to meet you again. The other wishes you had never
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met them. The third wishes they could have met you at least once. You are one
person. Aren't you? But you are not the same person to each of them. Find the
answers about your own life in this story about searching for love and discovering
yourself. Join a broken but rising YouTube star Alara, a struggling but hopeful
stand-up comedian Aarav, and a zany but zen beach shack owner Ricky.
Together, take the journey to seek the truth behind the famous singer Elisha's
disappearance somewhere by the deep sea in Goa. Will you be able to find
Elisha? Or will you end up finding yourself?
Najeeb’s dearest wish is to work in the Gulf and earn enough money to send
back home. He achieves his dream only to be propelled by a series of incidents,
grim and absurd, into a slave-like existence herding goats in the middle of the
Saudi desert. Memories of the lush, verdant landscape of his village and of his
loving family haunt Najeeb whose only solace is the companionship of goats. In
the end, the lonely young man contrives a hazardous scheme to escape his
desert prison. Goat Days was published to acclaim in Malayalam and became a
bestseller. One of the brilliant new talents of Malayalam literature, Benyamin’s
wry and tender telling transforms this strange and bitter comedy of Najeeb’s life
in the desert into a universal tale of loneliness and alienation.
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